Option calibrated exponential Lévy models are observed to typically overprice crash cliquets. Typical model Lévy tails are then not crash market consistent. A general tail thinning strategy is introduced that may be implemented on a class of parametric Lévy models closed under exponential tilting. Implementation on CGM Y leads to the CGAKM Y model with thinning function of (1 + Ajxj) K : It is observed that this model adjustment can be crash market consistent.
Introduction
Consider the claim that pays the one time excess of a daily drop in the S&P 500 index over 40%: Such a claim now trades and its price on November 11, 2009 was 9 basis points. The event in question has never occurred and hopefully it never occurs, but it is a theoretical probability. Working out the actual probability of such an event is an exercise in the extrapolation of physical Lévy measures with the pricing of such events being a comparable exercise for the risk neutral Lévy measure. For an empirical study in this direction we refer to Bollerslev and Todorov (2011) , who estimate a risk neutral probability of 862 basis points for a 20% drop for a 2 basis point actual probability for such an event. Leaving aside physical probabilities as one cannot observe the relative frequency of what is outside the realm of experience we turn attention to the observed market prices of crash cliquets that payout the one time excess moves beyond the speci…ed crash strikes.
We …nd that a variety of exponential Lévy models when calibrated to near money option prices typically over price the crash cliquets when one employs the pricing formulas for these based on the calibrated Lévy measure, as presented for example in Tankov (2010) . These models were built for the pricing of near money options and they possess Lévy measures with calibrated tails that are essentially too fat for the information revealed by observed market prices for crash cliquets. We therefore seek some general tail thinning strategies that may be employed on existing models to get them better in line with the prices of crash cliquets. The strategy can be implemented on all existing models for a large variety of thinning candidates. The implementation is illustrated on the CGM Y model of Carr, Geman, Madan and Yor (2002) for a speci…c thinning function with a single additional parameter that introduces the CGKM Y model where the parameter K controls the calibration to crash cliquet prices. A two parameter extension termed CGAKM Y is also entertained. 1 Crash cliquets on single names are then modeled via a beta exposure to the SP X priced using the CGAKM Y model plus a charge for residual idiosyncratic risk modeled as a CGM Y process. The beta and the residual CGM Y process parameters are estimated by calibrating weekly option prices on the single names.
The thinning strategy is introduced in Section 2. Details for the generalization of the CGM Y to the CGKM Y and CGAKM Y models are presented in Section 3. Results for the calibration to market prices for November 11, 2009 are provided in Section 3. Section 4 provides results based on calibration to weekly options and crash cliquets for the SP X on May 2, 2014 and a sample of single name weekly options on this date. The beta exposure approach to single name cliquets is developed in Section 6 and results on implementing this approach are presented in section 7. Section 8 concludes.
where
and k(x) is the Lévy density of the process X satisfying
In the special case of …nite variation we have
and then we may write
In the development we shall focus attention on the …nite variation case with the extension to the in…nite variation case following from classical arguments. We suppose the Lévy measure k(x) belongs to a parametric class with a parameter that is closed under negative exponential tilting. In particular for every constant a > 0 and initial parameter vector we suppose there exists a perturbation function (a) such that e ajxj k(x; ) = k(x; + (a)):
Denote the log characteristic function for k(x; ) by X (u; ): Many Lévy processes used in practical applications have such a closure property under negative exponential tilting.
As a candidate for a thinning function consider a completely monotone function m(x); x > 0 de…ned on the positive half line. By Bernstein's theorem there exists a positive measure such that
Assuming the measure has a density with respect to Lebesgue measure given by (u) we may write
With a view to minimizing the perturbation to k(x) near zero we consider de…ning a new perturbed Lévy measure e k(x)dx by
It follows that
The integration with respect to the argument u over the half line is now with respect to an exponential weight function and one may approximate by a …nite sum using Gauss-Laguerre quadrature and write
Alternatively we may just take the right hand side GLA as the perturbed model. The characteristic function of the perturbed process e X = e X(t); t > 0 with Lévy measure
We may then employ the fast Fourier transform methods of Carr and Madan (1999) for example to price options under the process e X:
Pricing of Crash Cliquets
We are interested in the pricing of a put option on a down jump that pays for a jump size of x the value (e a e x ) + :
The typical strikes are e a = :6; :65; :7; ; :9: The arrival rate of such a jump is
The claim if it pays on all such jumps then pays to time t the value
where (dx; du) is the integer valued random measure of the jumps.
The price, ignoring discounting is given by
One may incorporate inhomogeneous Lévy systems in the price to get
For an inhomogeneous Lévy system with discounting we need to evaluate
We may rewrite this expression as
The arrival rate of down jump larger than a at time u is (u); and p(x; u) is the conditional density of the jump size given that such a jump has occurred at time u: Let N (t) be the number of arrivals before t: The distribution of N (t) is Poisson with mean and
The density of the arrival time is
If we pay for just a single jump then the value is
Since the perturbed Lévy measure is a weighted average of exponentially tilts applied to the original Lévy measure that is closed under such tilting by parameter shifts one may evaluate crash prices for the perturbed measure if they are accessible for the original measure. 3 From CGMY to CGKMY and CGAKMY Consider the thinning function
For a …ve point Gauss Laguerre quadrature we may in fact write Figure 1 presents a graph of the target and the approximation for K = 5:
We may note that the …ve point approximation is very good for values of K at or above unity. For K < 1 there is a departure of the approximation that remains a completely monotone function but it is not equal to the target of (1 + jxj) K and hence in particular the CGM Y case of K = 0 is not a special case.
For the special case of this speci…c thinning function one may observe that the thinning function is also the expectation of the exponential of U x for the random variable U being gamma distributed with shape parameter K or the distribution of the gamma process at time K: Recognizing (Kozubowski and Podgórski (2007)) that the negative binomial process with parameter p converges on scaling by p to the gamma process we may also write the approximation for small p as
yielding an approximation based on the scaled negative binomial distribution. Alternatively one may take the right hand side of equation (2) as the proposed thinning function itself.
The CGM Y Lévy measure may be written as
and the perturbed Lévy measure is then
To ensure we have the right value at x = 0 we normalize by the sum of the weights as opposed to (K): Hence we write
and then de…ne the CGKM Y Lévy measure by
From the analysis of the preceeding section we obtain the log characteristic function for CGKM Y as
CGKMY Crash Cliquet pricing
For a Lévy process we have to evaluate
and our crash cliquet value is
For CGKM Y we have
For the computation of
The computation is similar to that for except we replace G by G + 1: So we can write the price of the CGKM Y crash cliquet as
A further extension to the two parameter thinning function (1 + Ajxj) K is easily incorporated on noting that 
CGKMY and CGAKMY Results on SPX November 11, 2009.
For the 7 strikes of 60% to 90% in steps of 5% the Crash Cliquet prices on this date were respectively The market quotes for this day were 9; 14; 23; 31; 53; 95; and 164 basis points. We …rst calibrated the CGM Y model to 70 option prices with maturities from one to two years. Figure 2 presents the …t to the option prices. Figure 3 presents the prices for the crash cliquets using the option calibrated Lévy measure parameters.
As may be observed the option calibrated prices are much higher than the market prices. The extrapolation of the Lévy measure to the large tail probabilities is just not market relevant and this is not surprising as the near money options have little chance of incorporating such information. Crash cliquet prices are new pieces of market information and adjustments in the parameter K may help by thinning out the tails of the Lêvy measure. Figure 4 presents a sample of crash prices for di¤erent values of K in addition to the prices reported in Figure 3 .
We observe that one may lower the crash cliquet prices by raising the value of K:
Finally we report on the joint calibration of option prices and crash cliquet prices using CGKM Y with a 10% weight on the crash prices as there were 7 crash prices and 70 option prices. Figure 5 presents the …t to the option prices while Figure 6 presents the crash prices.
We observe that with just a small weight on the crash prices the parameter K adjusts to the level 1:97 and …ts the crash prices. There is a cost in terms of …tting OT M option prices but AT M and near money options receive an acceptable …t.
We also report on the thinning function (1+Ajxj) K with an extra parameter for the model CGAKM Y and this had a comparable …t presented in Figure 7 and 8. 5 Results on calibration to weekly options for the SPX, GOOG, GS and JNJ on May 2, 2014.
We obtained data on weekly options for the SPX, GOOG, GS and JNJ on market close of May 2, 2014. Figure 9 presents a graph of the option prices for these underliers. We observe that the SP X prices are below the single name prices reported that are also ordered with JN J the lowest, GOOG the highest and GS in the middle.
First we estimated the CGM Y model on all four underliers and found the …ts to be adequate. We report in Tables 1 and 2 the estimated parameter values and the implied prices for crash puts of maturity 3 months. The crash cliquet prices were as follows. For the SPX we also obtained market prices for the 3 month crash cliquet and present the results of calibrating the model CGAKM Y: The estimated parameters are reported in Table 3 . Figures 10 and 11 present the …t to the spx options and the 3 month crash cliquets for this CGAKM Y joint calibration to both sets of prices.
6 The SPX beta exposure approach to single name crash cliquet pricing
We now follow Carr and Madan (2012) and model the jumps in the single name log price by s where we let x be the jump in the logarithm of the index and then we write s = x + u where u is an independent or idiosyncratic jump. We may suppose that x; u are never nonzero together so we have either The single name crash cliquet using Lévy models is then given in terms of the Lévy measure of s; say v(s) as follows.
The log cf for s is
So we de…ne
The crash cliquet price for the single names is then computed as follows. 
We may estimate and the cgmy parameters for U from the single name option surface and the characteristic function for s as x + u:
6.1 Characteristic function for Single Name Driven by a CGAKMY factor and Independent CGMY process
where X is CGAKM Y and V is CGM Y . We shall estimate X …rst and assume it is known and then estimate and the CGM Y parameters of V:
The parameters are then C X ; G X ; A X ; K X ; M X ; Y X that are known followed by ; C V ; G V ; M V ; Y V . We term this model CGM Y RCGAKM Y F for CGM Y residual and CGAKM Y factor. We have
We may also observe then that
With the usual convexity correction we have
We estimate and the CGM Y parameters for the residual on single name data and then price the single name cliquet.
Results for single names
We present results for GOOG; GS and JN J as calibrated on market close for May 2, 2014 in three short subsections.
GOOG
We …rst construct the parameters for GOOG. There are two sets of results based on whether the is estimated from the option surface or from time series. The …rst set is with risk neutral and the second is with time series : 
Conclusion
It is observed that option calibrated exponential Lévy modelsmay overprice crash cliquets. This was observed for mumerous models with results presented here for just the CGM Y model. It was interpreted that extrapolations of typical model Lévy tails are then not market consistent. A general strategy of tail thinning was developed and proposed for a class of models with parameteric Lévy densities closed under exponential tilting. Many models in the literature have this property as they essentially capture skew by exponential tilting. The models CGKM Y and CGAKM Y were introduced by employing the thinning functions of (1 + jxj) K and (1 + Ajxj) K : Adjustments in the parameters A; K help the development of adjusted Lévy processes capable of being consistent with the prices of crash cliquets and near money option prices. Single name crash cliquet prices are then developed via a beta exposure to SP X modeled as a CGAKM Y process plus an independent CGM Y component. Results are illustrated for weekly option data at market close on May 2, 2014 on a sample of underliers as well as data on the SP X for November 11, 2009.
